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ABSTRACT
Biological fluids are often present within a crime scene and can be a valuable source of
DNA evidence; therefore the detection and identification of these fluids is critical.
Alternative light sources are a presumptive testing tool that can be used to detect and
enhance potential biological and non-biological staining, through the exploitation of the
ultraviolet, visible light and infrared portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Most
biological fluids will emit fluorescence when excited by light from an alternative light
source; however previous research has demonstrated that a range of non-biological
products will also display fluorescence when viewed under alternative light sources,
potentially causing confusion within a crime scene. Further investigation is required to
develop a better understanding of the fluorescence displayed by biological and nonbiological products under a wide range of wavelengths and interference filters. This
review will assess the current literature regarding the use of alternative light sources for
the detection and visualisation of biological fluids, focusing on past studies that have
recognised potential complications, such as the fluorescence of non-biological materials
and the influence of background substrates on the detection of stains.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Biological fluids, such as blood, semen and saliva, are often present within a crime scene
and can be a valuable source of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) evidence1. The detection and
identification of these fluids is critical, as they can provide important information
regarding the circumstances of the crime2. Various methods can be utilised within the
scene to locate possible biological evidence; however most are destructive, chemicalbased tests3. Alternative light sources (ALS) are a presumptive testing tool that can act as
a non-destructive substitute to chemical testing; offering advantages such as the ability to
detect transparent fluids or stains on dark backgrounds2.

ALS are devices that enhance the visualisation of potential evidence through the
exploitation of the electromagnetic (EMG) spectrum, specifically the ultraviolet (UV),
visible light and infrared (IR) range4. These tools emit light of specific wavelengths and aid
in the identification of evidence through absorption and fluorescence techniques5. When
light from an ALS contacts an object, the light will either be transmitted, absorbed,
reflected or emitted6. These processes occur concurrently, with specific wavelengths
undergoing one or the other depending on the contacted surface. For example, when
light hits an object, certain wavelengths will pass through the object, while other
wavelengths are reflected simultaneously. When it comes to biological fluids, ALS have
been demonstrated to induce the absorption or fluorescence of light in multiple different
fluids7-9. Specifically, it has been determined that blood will absorb light over a broad
spectrum, with a peak at 415nm7; while semen will exhibit maximum fluorescence when
excited with a wavelength of 450nm8.
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In past research, it has been concluded that some non-biological products, such as
lubricants, lotions and bleach, will display fluorescence when visualised under ALS10-12.
Therefore, the existence of fluorescence does not necessarily indicate the presence of
bodily fluids13. It is important that crime scene investigators are aware of the possibility of
false positives from this occurrence and use caution when identifying stains. Along with
the fluorescence of non-biological fluids, the visualisation of biological stains is also
complicated by the fact that many stains will not exhibit a “standard” fluorescence, as
their appearance under ALS will depend on the nature of the substrate on which they are
deposited2, 8. Previous studies have reported difficulties in detection of stains using ALS
for fabrics of particular colours and absorbency9, 14.

Increasing the usability of ALS within crime scenes is advantageous, as they are a
valuable, non-destructive tool. Comprehensive research is required to develop a better
understanding of the fluorescence displayed by biological and non-biological fluids under
a wide range of wavelengths and interference filters, using contemporary technology.
This review will assess the current literature regarding the use of ALS for detection and
visualisation of biological fluids, focusing on studies that have recognised potential
complications, such as the fluorescence of non-biological fluids and the influence of
background substrates on the detection of stains.

2. DISCUSSION
2.1 Properties of Light
Light is a form of energy or electromagnetic radiation, which propagates through space
with a wave-like motion6, 15, 16. These waves can be described in terms of their frequency,
9

the number of waves passing by a given point per unit time; and their wavelength, which
is the distance between two adjacent waves, measured using the same points on each
wave16, 17. A relationship exists between the wave energy, frequency and wavelength,
whereby frequency is directly proportional to the energy of a wave, which means that as
frequency increases, the energy will also increase17, 18. Conversely, frequency is inversely
proportional to wavelength; therefore a decrease in wavelength will correspond to an
increase in energy and frequency5, 17. The speed of light can be calculated by multiplying
the wavelength by the frequency17.

Along with the wave theory, light can also be described using the particle theory. This
theory is used when considering light at a molecular level, as it states that light is
composed of small, energetic particles, called photons, that travel at the speed of light6,
17

. The amount of energy an individual photon carries can be related to the frequency of

its electromagnetic wave through Planck’s constant of proportionality19. This relationship
is expressed through the equation E = hv, where E is energy, h is Planck’s constant
(6.62607004 x 10-34 joule-seconds), and v is frequency18,

19

. This equation is a

representation of the fact that the higher the frequency of the wavelength, the greater
the energy of the photon19. Along with this, a bright light will emit many photons
compared to dim light, and these photons are absorbed or reflected when they come into
contact with an object6.

2.2 Electromagnetic Spectrum
Each type of light is classified by a specific wavelength that is illustrated on a linear scale
called the EMG spectrum6 (Figure 1). The spectrum is composed of the shortest
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wavelengths to the left, with increasingly longer wavelengths as one moves across to the
right, and it includes invisible and visible light6. Gamma rays are the most energetic and
damaging form of light, as they can pass through all matter17. These rays reside on the far
left of the spectrum before it moves to X-rays, which are slightly lower in energy and
deflected by dense matter17. Further along the spectrum is UV radiation and visible light,
both of which can be exploited in a forensic setting17. IR light, microwaves and radio
waves have longer waves and occur consecutively following visible light on the right-hand
side of the spectrum17.

Figure 1: The electromagnetic spectrum, highlighting the visible light range from 400nm
to 700nm20.

2.2.1 Visible Light
Visible light makes up a relatively small portion of the EMG spectrum, with wavelengths
ranging from approximately 400nm (blue light) to 700nm (red light)21. The human eye has
a limited spectral sensitivity and is only capable of processing the visible portion of the
EMG spectrum; hence this sector is called ‘visible’ light15, 16. The scope of wavelengths
11

visible to humans varies slightly between individuals; therefore the range of visible light is
only approximate20. Within the visible light range, the human eye is most sensitive to
wavelengths around 550nm (green colour) and decreases in sensitivity either side of this
peak15,

16

. The eye distinguishes between individual wavelengths by viewing them as

different colours20. White light is a combination of various wavelengths within the visible
spectrum; therefore it is not assigned a specific colour16, 22.

2.2.2 Ultraviolet light
UV light has a shorter wavelength than visible light and is invisible to the human eye22, 23.
The total spectrum of UV light ranges from 10nm to 400nm; however it can be subdivided
into several sections22. Vacuum UV ranges from 10nm to 200nm, while the groups of UVA, UV-B and UV-C sit within the 200nm to 400nm sector22. Generally, when the topic of
UV light is discussed, it is the UV-A to UV-C range that is being referred to, rather than
vacuum UV. UV-A light is known as long-wave UV and is between 320nm to 400nm20, 22. It
is the UV light most commonly used in light sources, as it is the safest and most
practical20,

22

. UV-B ranges from 280nm to 320nm, while UV-C is between 200nm to

280nm, and both are known as short-wave UV20. UV-B and shorter wavelengths pose a
health hazard, as they can damage biological cells, with excessive exposure leading to skin
disease20, 22.

2.3 Light vs. Matter
Light always propagates in a straight line and will either be reflected, transmitted,
absorbed or emitted when it contacts an object17,

24

. These processes can occur

concurrently, as matter responds selectively to different wavelengths, or photons of a
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particular energy6,

17

. For example, when an object is exposed to white light, it may

absorb certain colours, while reflecting other colours at the same time16. The way that an
object responds to light (transmission, reflection, absorption or emission) has an impact
on the colour that is perceived by the eye, as specific wavelengths are interpreted as
different colours22.

2.3.1 Reflection and Transmission
When light hits a surface, it may be partly or completed reflected, with certain
wavelengths passing through the object (transmission), while other wavelengths are
reflected off the object simultaneously. Light always travels in a straight line; therefore
the angle of reflection will be equal to the angle of incidence25. Depending on the type of
surface, there are two types of reflection; specular and diffuse25 (Figure 2). Specular
reflection occurs when light is reflected off a smooth surface25. During this process,
reflected light will stay together and continue outwards in a single direction25. Diffuse
reflection occurs when light hits a rough surface, causing the reflected light to scatter in
multiple directions and diffuse16. Any reflected light is identified as a certain colour
depending on the wavelengths that are reflected22. For example, if all wavelengths are
reflected then this will be perceived as white light; and conversely, if no light is reflected,
it will be perceived as black, which is the absence of colour22.
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Figure 2: a) Specular reflection. b) Diffuse reflection16.

2.3.2 Absorption
At the molecular level, a change in electron energy occurs during the absorption of light
by molecules20. Absorption causes electrons to move from their low energy ground state
to an excited state20. Due to the electron energy levels possessed by each molecule, they
exhibit a selectivity for particular wavelengths during absorption22. This means that
certain wavelengths will not be absorbed and will instead be reflected16. When white light
is used to illuminate an object, some wavelengths will be absorbed, while unabsorbed
light will be identified as colour16 (Figure 3). This concept can be exploited in a forensic
setting to improve the contrast between the evidence and background surface; however
a broad range of wavelengths must be utilised due to the selectivity displayed by
molecules22. Absorption techniques work particularly well for the examination of
bloodstains, as blood absorbs light over a broad range of the EMG spectrum5.

14

Figure 3: White light contacting an object. Certain wavelengths are absorbed, while some
are reflected16.

2.3.3 Emission
Emitted light is called photoluminescence, and can be divided into two pathways,
fluorescence and phosphorescence4,

15

. Photoluminescence occurs when a surface

absorbs light at a certain wavelength and emits light of a longer wavelength15, 26. When a
molecule absorbs light, in the form of photons, the acquired energy promotes the
excitation of the molecule from its ground state18. During the re-emission of light, the
energy of the molecule decreases due to the loss of energy from the released photons18.
The emitted photons will generally display a lower frequency and longer wavelength
compared to the absorbed photons, due to the loss of energy during the process of
absorption and emission18,

27

. Fluorescence and phosphorescence both include the

emission of light, however fluorescence is characterised by light emission that only occurs

15

during the excitation period, while phosphorescence is the emission of light that
continues for a short time after excitation15.
The difference between the peak excitation wavelength and the peak emission
wavelength is known as Stokes shift28 (Figure 4). The intensity of the emitted light is much
weaker than the excitation light; therefore a filter is required to screen out the excitation
light in order to view the emitted fluorescence8,

27

. Detection and visualisation of

fluorescence is easier when the Stokes shift is larger, as the longer the wavelength of the
emitted light, the greater the difference in colour between the excitation and emission
lights28. The occurrence of Stokes shift explains how fluorescence can be visualised from
objects that are excited by UV light, a portion of light that is invisible to the naked eye.
While the excitation light is in the UV range, the emitted light, being of a longer
wavelength, will fall into the visible spectrum, allowing visualisation of the fluorescence.

Figure 4: The excitation and emission spectrum, illustrating the difference between the
peak wavelengths (Stokes shift)29.
16

2.4 Alternative Light Sources
ALS are screening tools that emit light of a specific wavelength, used to illuminate and
visualise evidence4, 5. They can aid in the identification of possible evidence through the
use of absorption and fluorescence techniques, as well as oblique lighting5. Most ALS can
emit wavelengths in the UV, visible and IR range; however the specific wavelength
bandwidths emitted will depend on the make and model of the instrument. The emission
of a particular spectral bandwidth from ALS may cause the excitation of some molecules,
whereby they are stimulated to reach a higher energy state, before returning to their
ground state through the emission of light4. To observe the emitted light, coloured filters
or goggles, that are either red, yellow or orange, must be used to block out the excitation
light26, 30.

Under ALS, some substances may change colour or fluoresce; however other substances
may not appear to react at all23. Regardless of this, ALS are valuable resources when it
comes to enhancing search efficiency and locating invisible evidence, such as traces of
bodily fluids2. Many bodily fluids exhibit strong auto-fluorescent properties when excited
by specific wavelengths2. The identification of fluorescent areas within a scene allows for
targeted swabbing by investigators to collect possible traces of DNA23. However, as ALS
may cause non-biological fluids, such as lubricants or lotions, to fluoresce, they should be
used with caution and considered a presumptive test only11, 13, 27, 31.

2.4.1 Fixed vs. Tunable Light Sources
There are two main types of ALS; fixed wavelength devices or tunable wavelength
devices. ALS can be used in different settings, such as at a crime scene or in a laboratory,
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so they must be made to suit their intended purpose. The term ‘fixed’ refers to light
sources that contain a single bandpass filter; therefore they can only emit a narrow band
of light (e.g. 450nm)32. Fixed devices are generally more suited for use in a crime scene
setting, as they are hand-held, portable light sources. The use of a hand-held device limits
the likelihood of scene contamination and is far more convenient than a bulkier
instrument. However, multiple fixed light sources would be required if one wanted to
undertake a thorough scene examination using various wavelengths. An example of a
fixed wavelength ALS is the Polilight Flare® Plus 2 (Rofin Australia), which is a portable
instrument available at multiple individual wavelengths32.

Tunable light sources can continuously change and emit various excitation wavelengths
from the one instrument22, 33. “Tuning” of the instrument can be achieved in different
ways, depending on the individual device design. A common method is the use of an
internal wheel containing a combination of bandpass filters, which can be rotated in front
of a bright, white light source, to generate the desired excitation wavelength22. The
Polilight® PL500 is a tunable light source that utilises this method34. The advantage of
using a tunable device is the ability to easily switch between excitation wavelengths,
allowing evidence to be thoroughly examined and enabling optimum contrast between
the evidence and background substrate33. Tunable devices are, therefore, more suited for
evidence examination within a laboratory.

2.4.2 Bandwidth Filters
Currently, most ALS are powered by incandescent bulbs, arc lamp bulbs, or light-emitting
diodes (LEDs). Instruments that use incandescent and arc lamp bulbs require bandwidth
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filters to regulate the transmission of wavelengths35. Two types of filters control the
transmission of wavelengths from an ALS; edge filters and bandpass filters36. Edge filters
are either long-pass or short-pass22, 36. Long-pass filters block light below their cut-off
point and allow the transmission of longer wavelengths, while short-pass filters block
light above their cut-off point and transmit shorter wavelengths22,

36

. Bandpass filters

regulate the excitation wavelength generated by an ALS by blocking out wavelengths
above and below a specified range of transmission36. These filters are described by stating
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) value and the central wavelength36. FWHM refers
to the distance on either side of a wavelength peak, where the transmission is 50% of its
maximum value36. As bandpass filters control the excitation wavelength, they also control
the colour of the emitted light6. Filters are required to be of high quality, with an antireflective coating, to generate narrow bandwidths that can be utilised efficiently for
scene and evidence examination15, 22.

LED-based devices do not require bandwidth filters; instead, they use a combination of
semiconductors that emit light over a narrow range of wavelengths, generally a
bandwidth of 30-50nm36. The colour of the emitted light will depend on the composition
of the semiconductors utilised; however it can be in the near UV, visible or IR region of
the EMG spectrum33. As the LEDs emit light in narrow bandwidths, they are typically used
in fixed wavelength light sources35. Many ALS now use LEDs as they are efficient, require
little power and produce minimal heat36.
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2.4.3 Interference Filters: Goggles and Lens Caps
Interference filters are required to visualise the fluorescence emitted from the substrate
of interest30. These filters allow the separation and transmission of the emission light,
while blocking the excitation light30. As the excitation light is of a greater intensity than
the emitted light, failure to block out the excitation light will prevent the visualisation of
fluorescence8. Generally, interference filters are yellow, orange or red and act as longpass filters, blocking the light of wavelengths shorter than their cut-off point (excitation
light)8, 22. The shade of filter required becomes darker as the excitation light wavelength
becomes longer8. Interference filters are available as coloured goggles for individuals to
wear during scene examination and act as a safety barrier for the eyes, as well as allowing
visualisation of fluorescence22. They are also available as coloured lens caps that must be
used during photography under ALS, in order to document the appearance of the item of
interest22.

2.4.4 Wood’s Lamp and Polilight
ALS have been around for decades; however early instruments only utilised UV radiation
rather than the combination of UV, visible and IR wavelengths37. A common tool
throughout the years, Wood’s Lamp (WL) was invented in 1903 and has been used for
dermatological purposes since 192537. WL generates UV radiation by emitting
wavelengths of approximately 320-400nm through the use of a high-pressure mercury arc
lamp and a compound filter made from barium silicate and nickel oxide37, 38. The output
of WL is fairly low power compared to current technology; therefore it is only able to
generate a faint fluorescence from the substrate of interest37.
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ALS now exploit a wider range of light from the EMG spectrum, with many instruments
able to emit wavelengths from the UV to IR range. There are various devices available;
however most are similar in design and usability. The current study will utilise the
Polilight Flare® Plus 2 (Rofin Australia), which is a hand-held, LED device that emits a
narrow band of light at a centre wavelength32. These devices are available for a range of
centre wavelengths; however the current study will use the following: 365nm (UV),
415nm (Purple), 450nm (Blue), 505nm (Cyan), 545nm (Yellow) and 620nm (Red). These
light sources are designed for use in a forensic setting, rather than in clinical and medical
practice. Their applicability to forensic examination, either in the field or the laboratory,
has been demonstrated previously8, 12.

2.5 Recognised Wavelengths for Biological Fluid Examination
Prior research has investigated the fluorescence characteristics of an array of biological
and non-biological fluids, with some reporting conflicting results8-12, 14, 27, 31, 38-41. Several
of the contradictory outcomes may be due to the investigation of a wide range of
variables, while also using different ALS. The majority of studies have focused on
visualising the prominent fluorescence displayed by semen, building upon an early study
by Stoilovic7, which explored the excitation and emission spectrum of semen. Stoilovic7
used an early model of the Polilight (Rofin Australia) at wavelengths from 300-480nm and
determined that fluorescence can be generated from semen stains, with peak excitation
of the stains falling between 380-430nm. Subsequent studies8,

38, 42

have utilised the

findings of this fundamental research as a guide to their investigations, and many
concluded that a wavelength of approximately 450nm is optimal for the visualisation of
semen stains, regardless of the substrate on which it is deposited8,

13, 14, 27, 31

. This
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conclusion is slightly different from that of Stoilovic7; however it may be due to the
advancements in ALS technology over the years.

Individual studies have focused their research on an assortment of variables; however
most involve the direct comparison of the appearance of semen, under ALS, to other
biological and non-biological fluids. As semen consistently displays fluorescence under
ALS, it seems that many studies use it as the central result of their research. This is not
surprising, however, as exploiting the fluorescent properties of semen can be extremely
useful, especially in a sexual assault case. This was the motivation behind a study by
Kobus14, who explored the effects of fabric type and absorbency upon the visualisation of
semen stains using the Polilight PL10 (Rofin Australia). In past casework, it was
determined that the colour and nature of particular fabrics cause difficulties in detection
of semen stains; therefore Kobus14 aimed to investigate these problems and provide
suggestions to improve the detectability of staining. It was found that certain fabrics, such
as white cotton, pink satin and pink fleecy material, exhibited strong autofluorescence
when viewed under particular wavelengths14. This result highlighted the importance of
examining stains under multiple wavelengths to maximise the contrast between the stain
and the fabric14. Kobus14 also determined that fluorescence is significantly weakened or
eliminated when stains are present on highly absorbent fabric, as the majority of the fluid
is absorbed into the material. Interestingly, several subsequent studies8, 9 have disagreed
with the conclusions of Kobus14 regarding the effect of absorbency upon fluorescence,
finding that absorbency has no impact on the amount of fluorescence displayed by
semen.
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Since it is clear that semen fluoresces under ALS, research has explored if other
substances may be mistaken for semen under ALS. It is important to consider this
possibility, as crime scene investigators will potentially come across an extensive range of
substances within a scene. Studies have looked at the fluorescent properties of a range of
personal care, cleaning and drinking products such as lubricants, lotions, soaps, Vaseline,
bleach, Spray n Wipe, tea, and coffee10-13, 27, 31, 38, 39. Two studies determined that while
some of these products did not display fluorescence, others, such as hand cream, soap
and antibiotic cream, can potentially be mistaken for semen, especially if examined by
those who are inexperienced in the use of ALS11, 38. Camilleri39 found that apple juice,
Spray n Wipe and black tea exhibited fluorescence on white cotton when visualised under
wavelengths of 450nm and 470nm, and stated that the fluorescence displayed by these
products was more intense than that of saliva stains. Throughout these studies, it was
concluded that a range of different excitation wavelengths produced fluorescence from
non-biological substances, however certain substances did not fluoresce at all. Following
a review of these studies, it was noticed that some had utilised the full UV and visible
spectrum to examine substances, while others had only used a single wavelength, such as
450nm. Conclusions drawn from the studies using single wavelengths are severely
limited, and it cannot be accepted from these studies that certain non-biological
substances truly do not fluoresce, as they have not been examined using a broad
excitation spectrum.

It is widely recognised that blood does not fluoresce and, instead, absorbs light from a
broad region of 300-900nm5,

42

. It has a strong absorption band within 395-435nm,

peaking at 415nm8. As blood is the most common bodily fluid found at a crime scene, it is
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important that investigators can locate and enhance visualisation of these stains43.
Although many bloodstains may be quite apparent to the naked eye due to their colour,
the use of ALS can still be required for visualisation, especially if the stain is on a dark
background43. Rather than looking for fluorescence, the absorbing properties of blood
can be exploited by using a wavelength of 415nm, or by selecting a light source of the
same colour as the background surface19. This will improve the contrast between the
stain and background surface, as the surface will appear much lighter compared to the
dark bloodstain19.

Along with blood and semen, investigators may locate saliva, urine and sweat stains at a
crime scene; all of which can contribute DNA evidence43. Saliva, urine and sweat exhibit a
weaker and more inconsistent fluorescence when compared to semen9,

27, 39

. Sterzik9

utilised the Lumatec Superlite 410 over the UV, visible and IR light range to visualise
blood, semen, saliva, sweat and urine stains on various fabrics. While 94% of urine stains
displayed fluorescence, it was found that there was no correlation between the type or
colour of the fabric and the best wavelength to use9. Similarly, no correlation was found
between fabric type/colour and wavelength choice for both saliva and sweat, as very few
of these stains could be visualised under ALS9. In other words, Sterzik9 was unable to
determine the optimal wavelength required for enhancement of saliva, sweat and urine.
Similarly, Camilleri39 found that saliva stains were difficult to detect as they displayed
weak fluorescence under the Polilight PL10 (Rofin Australia); however the study did
conclude that the optimal wavelength for viewing saliva stains on white cotton was
470nm. Camilleri39 also noted that urine stains exhibited greater fluorescence compared
to saliva stains, in agreement with Sterzik9.
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Perhaps the most extensive study regarding this topic; Vandenberg8 examined the
fluorescence characteristics of neat and diluted semen, blood and saliva on a range of
fabrics under the Polilight PL500 (Rofin Australia). Along with this, the effects of laundry
detergents on white polyester were examined under ALS, both prior to and following
washing; and the appearance of urine, tea and nasal secretions were compared to blood,
semen and saliva on white nylon. Vandenberg8 concluded that, in general, a wavelength
of 450nm was the most suitable for examination of semen and saliva; while 415nm was
useful for stains on dark materials, and 505nm assisted in reducing autofluorescence from
background substrates. It was determined that the colour and type of the material affect
the appearance of stains; for example, semen and saliva stains on pink material were
difficult to detect8. Residual staining similar to semen stains was apparent on fabric that
had been exposed to several laundry detergents, which may give a false positive result
under ALS8. Urine stains were detectable using 415nm, 450nm and 505nm wavelengths
and appeared as a solid, intensely fluorescent stain; while nasal secretions were best
visualised at 450nm and exhibited only a weak fluorescence8. Lastly, the tea stain was
also apparent using a 450nm wavelength and displayed weakly fluorescent edges8.

It can be noted from the previous paragraphs that many studies present inconsistent
results. This may be due to the different biological and non-biological fluids used in a
study, as well as the variable background materials, and even the type of ALS employed.
Many studies used early models of ALS that are now out-dated, therefore renewed
research is required to assess the capabilities of current instruments, as one would expect
them to be of higher sensitivity and usability. Certain areas of past research have resulted
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in accurate, usable conclusions; however many areas require additional investigations, as
they have been significantly limited in previous studies.

2.6 Limitations of Alternative Light Sources
While ALS offer a promising alternative to presumptive chemical testing, they are limited
in several ways. Primarily, they can only be used as a form of presumptive testing, rather
than confirmatory testing, as previous studies have demonstrated that it can be very
difficult to distinguish between certain biological and non-biological substances using ALS.
Further research into the fluorescence characteristics of additional substances may aid in
increasing the accuracy of identification under ALS. Along with this, ALS can be rendered
ineffective due to the presence of autofluorescence, while examination of substances
under UV light, and potentially visible light, may damage DNA evidence.

2.6.1 Autofluorescence
The nature of the material on which a fluid is deposited is a significant factor in the
detection and visualisation of stains8. Fluorescence of a background substrate during
exposure to ALS is known as autofluorescence22. This occurrence may interfere with the
detectability of the stain that is present on the material, as it reduces the ability to
distinguish the stain from the background22, 26. The fluorescence of the background can
effectively mask the fluorescence displayed by a stain9. Previous studies have found that
white materials exhibit strong fluorescence under UV light due to the presence of
brighteners and detergents; however longer excitation wavelengths do not induce this
autofluorescence14. This demonstrates the importance of exploiting the spectrum of
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excitation wavelengths available to maximise the contrast between staining and the
background.

2.6.2 Damage to Evidence
It is commonly known that UV radiation can damage biological cells; therefore it is likely
that it will have a damaging effect upon DNA evidence within a crime scene. Previous
studies have exposed forensic samples, such as bloodstains, to short-wave and long-wave
UV irradiation, to determine the type and level of damage to DNA44-46. Short-wave UV
was found to be more destructive than long-wave UV in one study, as it concluded that
exposure to 255nm radiation for 30 seconds or longer damaged DNA to the extent that
none was detectable during polymerase chain reaction (PCR), short tandem repeat
quantification and amplification46. However, this study was performed over 20 years ago
with DNA analysis equipment that is far less sensitive than current technology. A recent
study determined that both UV-A (365nm) and UV-B (315nm) radiation cause singlestrand breaks in the DNA present in dried bloodstains, and as the dose of UV-A light was
increased, the DNA became increasingly fragmented, suggesting a rise in the number of
single-strand breaks44. Interestingly, the rate of single-strand breakage remained
relatively constant over the various doses of UV-B radiation44. It was also concluded that
exposure to both UV wavelengths did not cause double-strand breaks of base
modifications within the dried bloodstains, and genetic profiles were still able to be
generated from bloodstains exposed to either UV-A or UV-B radiation44.

It is evident, just from the two studies mentioned, that short-wave and long-wave UV
damage DNA evidence to different extents. It appears that the use of long-wave UV (315-
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400nm) is less destructive towards DNA, making it a better option for biological evidence
examination47. However, the length of exposure, the intensity of the UV light and its
proximity to the DNA evidence will also affect the extent of DNA damage47,
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. It is

important for crime scene investigators to be aware of the impact that UV light can have
upon DNA evidence when performing their investigation, as multiple variables can affect
the recovery potential of DNA47. The use of short-wave UV should be avoided where
possible; however this should be easily achieved as most ALS use UV wavelengths
between 320-400nm.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
This study will examine the fluorescence characteristics of a range of biological, cleaning,
cooking, drinking, personal care and miscellaneous samples (refer to Appendix 1 for full
list). Common products will be chosen in order to accurately represent what may be
found in a typical household crime scene. Approximately 0.5mL of each sample will be
deposited on to individual squares of white and black cotton, blue denim and white tiles,
and left to dry for at least 24 hours. Once the samples have dried, they will be visually
examined by the naked eye and the appearances of each substance will be noted. They
will then be examined using the Polilight Flare® Plus 2 at wavelengths of 365nm, 415nm,
450nm, 505nm, 545nm and 620nm using each barrier filter (yellow, orange and red). For
example, a sample will be examined using the 450nm wavelength with yellow goggles,
followed by orange goggles with the same wavelength and finally, red goggles with the
same wavelength again. Each sample will, therefore, be examined using 24 different
combinations of the Polilight and barrier filter. It is important to examine the samples
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using each wavelength and filter combination, as this is a considerable limitation of past
research.

The samples will be photographed, while they are illuminated with the Polilight, using a
Nikon D5500 camera and a HOYA HMC lens barrier filter in either yellow, orange or red.
Camera settings will be kept as consistent as possible between wavelengths/filters, with
adjustments only made according to the brightness of the Polilight. The appearance and
fluorescence of each sample under every combination of wavelength/filter will be
observed. The general appearance (e.g. colour, solid stain, edge staining and texture) will
be noted, while the fluorescence of the deposit will be classified as either ‘negative’, ‘+’,
‘++’, ‘+++’, with ‘+++’ representing the greatest fluorescence. The fluorescence of the
background substrate (fabric/tile) will also be recorded as ‘negative’, ‘low’ or ‘high’ to
determine if the background exhibits autofluorescence under illumination with a specific
wavelength.

4. EXPERIMENTAL AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
This study aims to utilise the Polilight Flare® Plus 2 to review the fluorescence
characteristics of common biological, cleaning, cooking, drinking and miscellaneous
products, following deposition on to white and black cotton fabric, blue denim fabric, and
white tiles.
It will specifically focus on:
•

Documenting the fluorescence of sample deposits upon fabric and tiles at each
available wavelength for the Polilight, while utilising each barrier filter.
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•

Determining the ideal Polilight wavelength and filter to use to identify individual
samples, and determining if samples exhibit particular identifying characteristics
at any specific wavelength.

•

Determining if there are non-biological samples that appear highly similar to
biological samples, both in terms of appearance and fluorescence characteristics.

•

Establishing if the colour, nature or autofluorescence of the background substrate
affects the sample fluorescence and the ability to identify a deposit using the
Polilight.

•

Establishing if utilising an updated and improved light source will affect the
outcomes of the study compared to past research that used less sensitive
instruments.

5. CONCLUSION
The detection and identification of potential evidence within a crime scene is vital, with a
considerable value placed on DNA evidence. Biological fluids are a central source of DNA
evidence; however crime scene investigators may face difficulties when attempting to
locate biological staining. ALS are a useful tool in the detection of stains within a scene, as
they utilise fluorescence and absorption techniques for the visualisation of potential
evidence. ALS have been used for decades in clinical and forensic settings; however there
are areas that require comprehensive review, such as the possible fluorescence of
common non-biological products.
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The current study will examine the fluorescence characteristics of a range of biological
and non-biological products on certain fabrics and tiles, to develop a better
understanding of what crime scene investigators may be faced with during scene
examinations. It will utilise the Polilight Flare® Plus 2 (Rofin Australia) at an extensive
range of UV and visible wavelengths to ensure the full effects of the EMG spectrum on
specific fluids are explored. This research has the potential to increase the usability of ALS
within a crime scene by highlighting the complications that may be faced and developing
processes to overcome these.
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7. APPENDICES
Appendix 1: A comprehensive list of the samples that will be examined in this study.
Biological
Samples

Cleaning
Products

Cooking
Products

Drinks

Blood

Laundry
powder
(Omo Active)
Laundry
liquid (Omo
Active)

Vegetable
oil (Crisco)

Beer
(Corona)

Olive oil
(Moro)

Saliva

Dish
detergent
(Morning
Fresh
Original)

Tomato
passata
(Mutti
Passata)

Urine

Liquid soap
(Dettol
Handwash
Liquid
Antibacterial
)
Bar soap
(Palmolive
Soap Gold)

Chocolate
(Cadbury
Dairy Milk)

Hand
sanitiser
(Dettol
Instant Hand
Sanitiser)
Spray ’n’

Cereal
(Sanitariu
m
Weetbix)

Semen

Sweat

Nasal mucous

Sebum

Icecream
(Peters
Vanilla)

Meat Juice

Personal
Care
Products
Body spray
(Lynx Africa)

Miscellaneou
s

White
wine
(Houghto
n
Sauvignon
Blanc
Semillon
2017)
Red wine
(Bay of
Stones
Cabernet
Sauvignon
2016)
Black tea
(Lipton)

Roll on
deodorant
(Nivea Pure)

Grass

Foundation
(Maybelline
Fit Me Matte
Shade 112)

Pen ink (blue)
(Papermate)

Mascara
(Maybelline
Great Lash Black)

Pen ink
(black)
(Papermate)

Black
coffee
(Nescafe
Blended
Instant)
Full cream
milk

Red lipstick
(L’oreal Color
Riche Shade
377)

Pen ink (red)
(Papermate)

Apple

Sunscreen

Dirt

Moisturiser
(QV Skin
Lotion)
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Breast milk

Decompositio
n (purge) fluid
(animal)

wipe (Ajax
Lemon
Citrus)
Multipurpos
e cleaner (Jif
Cleaner
Cream
Regular)
Bleach
(White King)

Juice
(Golden
Circle)
Coca cola

(Banana Boat
Ultra SPF50)
Toothpaste
(Colgate
Total)

Hair spray
(Schwarzkopf
)
Hair gel (Vo5
Styling Gel
Mega Hold)
Fake tan
(Bondi Sands)
Lubricant
(Durex KY)
Baby powder
(Johnsons)
Vaseline
Petroleum
Jelly
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ABSTRACT
The detection and identification of potential evidence within a crime scene is vital, with a
considerable value placed on DNA evidence. Biological fluids are a central source of DNA
evidence; however crime scene investigators may face difficulties when attempting to
locate biological stains. The current study utilised the Polilight Flareâ Plus 2 kit (Rofin
Australia) to examine the fluorescence characteristics of a range of biological and nonbiological products on white, black and denim cotton, and white tile under various
wavelengths; in order to develop a better understanding of what crime scene
investigators may be faced with during scene examinations. It was determined that the
colour and nature of the background substrate had a significant impact upon sample
detection and enhancement, with darker backgrounds reducing sample visualisation. A
range of non-biological fluids, such as beer, apple juice and tomato passata, appeared
similar to several biological samples under ALS. In general, a wavelength of 450nm with
an orange or yellow filter proved best for detection of biological stains across all
substrates; however a wavelength of 415nm was ideal for bloodstains. It was ultimately
determined that ALS must remain a presumptive test, as they cannot be used to
conclusively identify a sample. The findings of this study highlight the importance of
including non-biological stains within training for ALS use, so those who require these
tools are aware of the potential for biological and non-biological stains to appear highly
similar. Enhancing the skillset of those who use ALS would reduce the wastage of time
and valuable resources.

KEYWORDS
Alternative light source; Polilight; biological fluid; fluorescence; fabric; tile
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1. INTRODUCTION
Biological fluids, such as blood, semen and saliva, are often present within a crime scene
and can be a valuable source of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) evidence1. The detection and
identification of these fluids is critical, as they can provide important information
regarding the circumstances of the crime2. Various methods can be utilised within the
scene to locate possible biological evidence; however most are destructive, chemicalbased tests3. Alternative light sources (ALS) are a presumptive testing tool that can act as
a non-destructive substitute to chemical testing; offering advantages such as the ability to
detect transparent fluids or stains on dark backgrounds2.

ALS are devices that enhance the visualisation of potential evidence through the
exploitation of the electromagnetic spectrum, specifically the ultraviolet (UV), visible light
and infrared range4. These tools emit light of specific wavelengths and aid in the
identification of evidence through absorption and fluorescence techniques5. When light
from an ALS contacts an object, the light will either be transmitted, absorbed, reflected or
emitted6. These processes occur concurrently, with specific wavelengths undergoing one
or the other depending on the contacted surface. For example, when light hits an object,
certain wavelengths will pass through the object, while other wavelengths are reflected
simultaneously. When it comes to biological fluids, ALS have been demonstrated to
induce the absorption or fluorescence of light in multiple different fluids7-9. Specifically, it
has been determined that blood will absorb light over a broad spectrum, with a peak at
415nm7; while semen will exhibit maximum fluorescence when excited with a wavelength
of 450nm8.
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In past research, it has been concluded that some non-biological products, such as
lubricants, lotions and bleach, will display fluorescence when visualised under ALS10-12.
Therefore, the existence of fluorescence does not necessarily indicate the presence of
bodily fluids13. It is important that crime scene investigators are aware of the possibility of
false positives from this occurrence and use caution when identifying stains. Along with
the fluorescence of non-biological fluids, the visualisation of biological stains is also
complicated by the fact that many stains will not exhibit a “standard” fluorescence, as
their appearance under ALS will depend on the nature of the substrate on which they are
deposited2, 8. Previous studies have reported difficulties in detection of stains using ALS
for fabrics of particular colours and absorbency9, 14.

Increasing the usability of ALS within crime scenes is advantageous, as they are a
valuable, non-destructive tool. Comprehensive research is required to develop a better
understanding of the fluorescence displayed by biological and non-biological fluids under
a wide range of wavelengths and interference filters, using contemporary technology.
This study aims to document the fluorescence of biological and non-biological samples
upon fabric and tiles using a set of the Polilight Flareâ Plus 2 forensic lights (Rofin
Australia) and determine if there are non-biological samples that appear similar to
biological samples, both in terms of appearance and fluorescence characteristics. It also
aims to verify the ideal wavelength and filter to use to identify biological samples and
establish if the colour and nature of the background substrate affects the detection and
enhancement of samples.
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2. MATERIALS & METHODS
Human Ethics approval was gained for this study (Project No: 2017/040) from the Human
Research Ethics Committee at Murdoch University.

2.1 Sample Collection
A range of biological and non-biological samples were obtained for use in this study
(Appendix 1). The majority of the biological samples were provided by two volunteers.
Fresh blood and semen samples were collected from a male volunteer. Blood samples
were collected via finger pricks, allowing for direct deposition of the blood onto the
substrates. A semen sample was self-collected by the male volunteer and stored at 4°C
before use. Samples of urine, saliva, sweat, sebum and nasal mucous were provided by a
female volunteer. Saliva was collected in a sterile container following abstinence from
food and water for at least 30 minutes, while nasal mucous was collected by swabbing
the inside of the nose and directly depositing the material upon the substrates. Urine was
freshly collected in a sterile container. Samples of sebum were obtained by wiping the
fabric squares across a clean forehead that had been free from any cosmetic products for
at least eight hours. The forehead was also swabbed, and the collected material was
transferred to the tile. Sweat was collected by wiping the forehead with the fabric
squares following intense exercise, while a small sample of sweat was collected in a
sterile container for deposition onto the tile. A sample of breast milk was obtained from a
hospital milk bank. Prior to collection, the milk sample was heated to 62.9°C for 30
minutes, before being cooled and frozen for storage. Decomposition (purge) fluid was
obtained from a pig that was decomposing for several weeks. Non-biological products
were acquired from a local shopping centre.
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2.2 Sample Preparation
The samples were deposited on swatches of white cotton fabric (100% cotton jersey),
black cotton fabric (100% cotton jersey), denim fabric (100% cotton, light-weight, dark)
and white gloss mosaic tiles. The fabrics were divided into 70mm x 70mm squares using
fabric markers, allowing clear division between individual sample deposits; while the tiles
were acquired as 47mm x 47mm squares. Each fabric/tile square contained a single
deposit of a different sample, with one square acting as a control (no sample). All samples
were left to dry for a minimum of 24 hours following deposition.

The amount of sample required for each deposit varied due to the diverse nature of the
samples. In general, a very small amount was used for each deposit, with sample volume
kept as consistent as possible between each fabric. Different methods were used for
deposition, depending on the viscosity of the sample. Regarding biological fluids; blood,
nasal mucous and sebum were wiped onto all substrates, while semen, urine, saliva,
breast milk and purge fluid were pipetted. Sweat was transferred to the fabric by wiping
the forehead; however a small sample was collected and pipetted onto the tile.

Non-biological products were also deposited using various methods. All liquid products
were directly pipetted onto the substrate, while bar soap, roll on deodorant, mascara,
lipstick, hair gel, Vaseline, toothpaste, chocolate (melted) and pen ink were wiped onto
the substrates. Laundry powder, baby powder, instant coffee and dirt were mixed with
small amounts of water to create liquid samples, allowing them to be pipetted onto the
substrates. Spray deodorant and hair spray were sprayed into individual sterile
containers, and the collected liquid was pipetted. A fragment of cereal was soaked in
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milk, prior to deposition onto the substrates, to simulate a normal meal of cereal. The
black tea bag was brewed in water for several minutes before the water was pipetted
onto the fabrics and tile. Grass strands were collected from the university grounds, and
subsequently crushed and wiped onto the substrates to mimic grass staining.

2.3 Sample Examination
Once all samples were dry, they were visually examined and the appearances of each
deposit were noted. They were then examined using the Polilight Flareâ Plus 2 (Rofin
Australia) at wavelengths of 365nm, 415nm, 450nm, 505nm, 545nm and 620nm using
each barrier filter (yellow, orange and red). The Polilight was positioned at a fixed
distance of approximately 10cm above the samples, at an angle of around 30 degrees.
Photographs were obtained of the samples, under Polilight illumination, using a Nikon
D5500 DSLR camera and a macro lens (AF-S Micro NIKKOR 60mm f/2.8G ED) mounted
directly above the samples using a tripod. Camera settings were fixed to JPEG Fine (Large
6000x4000), producing images of around 10-16mb in size. Aperture and ISO were kept
consistent at F8 and 100, respectively, while shutter speed was adjusted according to the
intensity of the Polilight and the nature of the background substrate. For each Polilight
wavelength, three coloured HOYA HMC lens filters were utilised; yellow (K2 62), orange
(G 62) and red (25A 62).

2.4 Classification/Reporting of Results
All results were obtained through examination of the sample photographs and recorded
in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The general appearance, such as colour, texture and
consistency, of each sample under every combination of wavelength and filter was noted,
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along with observations of fluorescence, absorption and reflection from the deposits.
Sample fluorescence was classified as either ‘Negative’, ‘+’, ‘++’ or ‘+++’, with ‘+++’
representing the greatest fluorescence. The fluorescence of the background substrate
(fabric/tile) was also recorded as either ‘Negative’, ‘Low’ or ‘High’ for each
wavelength/filter combination.

3. RESULTS/DISCUSSION
3.1 Sample Appearance Under White Light
Under white light, the appearance of all samples to the naked eye varied between
substrates. Samples were most visible on white tile, with all deposits evident except nasal
mucous, lubricant, hand sanitiser and roll on deodorant. These samples were colourless
and of a similar consistency, which may explain why none were visible under white light.
Many samples were apparent on the white fabric, however over half of the biological
samples were not visible, including saliva, sweat, urine, nasal mucous and sebum. Most
colourless liquids that were thinner in consistency (e.g. Spray ‘n’ Wipe, hairspray and
spray deodorant) were unable to be detected, due to their lack of colour and the ease at
which they were absorbed into the fabric. All samples that were coloured, thicker in
texture or not absorbed into the fabric (e.g. black coffee, multipurpose cleaner or
makeup foundation) were observable.

On black fabric, there were differences in the visibility of samples. Samples that were not
visible on white fabric, such as saliva, sweat, nasal mucous and sebum, were apparent on
black fabric as light or white coloured deposits; however blood and urine were not
evident. All drink samples were invisible on black fabric, along with vegetable and olive
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oils, Spray ‘n’ Wipe, spray deodorant, roll on deodorant, fake tan and hairspray. Again,
many of the colourless fluids were not observable. Deposits on denim fabric were the
least evident from all the substrates. Out of the biological fluids, only blood and purge
fluid were detectable, due to their darker colour. All drink samples, except black coffee,
were not visible, as well as Vaseline, vegetable and olive oils, and moisturiser.

3.2 Sample Appearance Under Alternative Light Sources
3.2.1 Biological Samples
On white fabric, most biological samples displayed fluorescence (except blood); however
the colour of the fluorescence depended on the wavelength and filter combination (Table
1). Blood appeared as a dark stain for all wavelengths, except 415nm/orange and
450nm/orange and 415nm/yellow, in which it appeared red. Where visible, most
biological fluids displayed a yellow fluorescence, using an orange or yellow filter, and light
red fluorescence using a red filter. Wavelengths of 545nm and 620nm, in general, did not
generate fluorescence of the visible biological stains, and a wavelength of 505nm with a
yellow filter was also unable to create fluorescence. Purge fluid was visualised using all
wavelength/filter combinations; however it did not display fluorescence under a
wavelength of 505nm/yellow or wavelengths of 545nm and 620nm. The centre of the
purge fluid stain absorbed light across all wavelengths, rather than displaying
fluorescence; therefore this part of the stain was visible as a dark area across all
wavelengths. The edges of the purge fluid stain displayed fluorescence under 365nm,
415nm, 450nm and 505nm; yet were not apparent under 545nm and 620nm.
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Table 1: The fluorescence colour of biological stains on white fabric across all
wavelengths.
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Breast milk and semen stains appeared similar, both exhibiting fluorescent yellow edges;
however the breast milk did not wick across the fabric as much as the semen stain. Other
biological stains appeared slightly different to semen stains; in particular, saliva, sweat
and urine, as they displayed a weaker and more inconsistent fluorescence than the
semen stain. In general, these stains were not as easily detected using different
wavelength/filter combinations, in comparison to semen stains. Previous studies have
reported comparable conclusions to these9, 15, 16; however they may have used a different
range of substrates compared to the present study.

Biological stains that were detectable on black fabric were able to be enhanced across
most wavelength/filter combinations (Table 2). They displayed varying colours of
fluorescence, depending on the wavelength/filter in use. While stains illuminated using
365nm, 415nm and 450nm exhibited yellow or red fluorescence quite often; stains
enhanced under 505nm and 620nm mostly displayed fluorescence that was the same
colour as the excitation wavelength. For example, stains appeared red under 620nm,
which is a red coloured wavelength. However, a wavelength of 545nm, which is a yellow
coloured light, caused stains to display a green fluorescence. The fluorescent edges of the
purge fluid stains were only apparent using 365nm, while the centre of the stain was
visible across all wavelengths on black fabric. Generally, sweat and sebum stains
appeared very similar, perhaps due to the use of a comparable sample collection method.
Both stains were obtained by swiping the fabric across the forehead; although under
different conditions. Although Vandenberg8 concluded that a wavelength of 415nm was
useful for stains on dark backgrounds, it was determined that, in the current study, this
particular wavelength did not offer an advantage over other wavelengths for black fabric.
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Table 2: The fluorescence colour of biological stains on black fabric across all wavelengths.
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Very few biological stains were visible on denim fabric; however the majority displayed a
yellow or red fluorescence, depending on the filter (Table 3). Blood did not exhibit
fluorescence and appeared dark for most wavelengths, except 415nm/orange, in which it
appeared red. Purge fluid stains displayed the most detectable fluorescence across many
wavelength/filter combinations, in comparison to semen and breast milk. These stains
exhibited faint fluorescence under completely different wavelengths to each other. This is
surprising, as on white and black fabric, and white tile, these stains display similar
fluorescence characteristics and are able to be visualised across most of the same
wavelengths. Autofluorescence of the denim fabric reduced visualisation of the stains,
and it was determined that no particular wavelength was able to prevent this; although
Vandenberg8 had previously reported that a wavelength of 505nm assisted in reducing
autofluorescence from background substrates.
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Table 3: The fluorescence colour of biological stains on denim fabric across all
wavelengths.
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All biological fluids, except blood and sebum, exhibited fluorescence for the majority of
wavelength/filter combinations for 365nm, 415nm and 450nm on white tile (Table 4).
Wavelengths of 505nm, 545nm and 620nm were not as effective in generating
fluorescence from most biological stains. In some cases, stains were still visible under
these wavelengths; however they did not display any fluorescence or absorption
characteristics. This would suggest the excitation spectrum of most biological fluids does
not go beyond 505nm. Where stains did exhibit fluorescence, the colour of the
fluorescence depended on the filter in use. Under a yellow filter, fluorescence was yellow
or green; while under an orange filter, it was often yellow. When utilising a red filter, the
fluorescence was commonly red, however it was occasionally orange. Semen and breast
milk stains appeared somewhat similar, both displaying fluorescence that was
concentrated towards the edges of the stain; however the fluorescence of the semen
stain was more intense than that of the breast milk stain. Likewise, sweat and urine stains
exhibited a similar speckled appearance; although the sweat stain was half the size of the
urine stain. This is likely the result of differences in the quantity of each sample deposit.
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Table 4: The fluorescence colour of biological stains on white tile across all wavelengths.
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3.2.2 Non-biological Samples
The non-biological samples used within this study behaved in different ways, with few
displaying true fluorescence. Instead, many samples reflected or absorbed the light. As a
group, drink samples exhibited the most fluorescence on the white substrates when
compared to other groups (cleaning, personal care, etc.) of non-biological samples.
Several food samples also exhibited fluorescence, such as tomato passata on all
substrates, and meat juice on the white substrates. Many of the personal care products
did not display fluorescence and either absorbed or reflected the light, depending on the
colour and consistency of the sample. Overall, the cleaning products did not behave in
one particular way, with some samples (e.g. Bar soap) fluorescing and others reflecting
the light (e.g. Laundry powder).

Differences in stain intensity, whether it was fluorescence or reflection, was noticed
between samples and dependent upon sample colour and consistency. White-coloured
samples, and those that sat on top of the substrate, exhibited light of a greater intensity
than clear or coloured samples, or those that were absorbed into the substrate. For
example, laundry powder (Figure 1A-1D), a white sample that was not absorbed into the
fabrics, reflected light of great intensity; while hand sanitiser (Figure 2A-2C), a clear
sample that absorbed into the fabrics, did not display much fluorescence. Previous
studies have not reported this conclusion for non-biological samples; however
Vandenberg8 suggested that absorbency was a factor in the detection of saliva stains,
with better results achieved for stains that sat on top of the material, rather than
absorbing into it. The fact that unabsorbed stains display light of a greater intensity could
be a disadvantage in the detection of biological stains. If an unabsorbed sample was
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deposited on top of an absorbed sample, such as a biological fluid, the light of the
unabsorbed sample would potentially mask the fluorescence of the biological sample,
preventing its detection.

A
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D

Figure 1: A) Laundry powder deposit on white cotton fabric. B) Laundry powder deposit on
black cotton fabric. C) Laundry powder deposit on denim fabric. D) Laundry powder
deposit on white tile. All images were photographed under a 415nm wavelength using a
yellow filter.
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Figure 2: A) Hand sanitiser stain on white cotton fabric. B) Hand sanitiser stain on black
cotton fabric. C) Hand sanitiser stain on white tile. All images were photographed using a
415nm wavelength under a yellow filter.

The current study tested a significant and diverse range of non-biological products
compared to previous studies; however there were some common samples. A few studies
have investigated the behaviour of lubricants, Vaseline, toothpaste and castile soap10, 11,
13, 15, 17, 18

, while others have explored the fluorescence of black tea and Spray ‘n’ Wipe8, 16.
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Maynard10 and Pollitt13 both tested KY Jelly Personal Lubricant (Durex), with both
determining that it did not display fluorescence under the utilised wavelengths. In the
present study, the lubricant fluoresced under 365nm and 415nm/orange/yellow on white
fabric (Figure 3A-3E); however it was not visualised on black or denim fabrics. Similar to
this study, Maynard10 also investigated Vaseline, moisturiser, dishwashing liquid and olive
oil, finding that none produced fluorescence; except Vaseline, which fluoresced under
350nm. The current study determined that none of the mentioned samples displayed
fluorescence, rather appearing as a light stain, or a bright stain in the case of dish
detergent.
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Figure 3: A) Lubricant stain on white cotton fabric under a 365nm wavelength and a
yellow filter. B) Lubricant stain on white cotton fabric under a 365nm wavelength and an
orange filter. C) Lubricant stain on white cotton fabric under a 365nm wavelength and a
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red filter. D) Lubricant stain on white cotton fabric under a 415nm wavelength and a
yellow filter. E) Lubricant stain on white cotton fabric under a 415nm wavelength and an
orange filter.

Pollitt13 and Nelson11 also utilised Vaseline within their studies, with Pollitt determining
that Vaseline fluoresced on human skin, while Nelson did not report that it fluoresced on
white cotton fabric. Nelson11 and Santucci18 both investigated the appearance of
toothpaste and castile soap on white cotton fabric, concluding that neither are likely to
be mistaken for a semen stain; which is taken to mean that they did not fluoresce.
Toothpaste stains did not display fluorescence within the current study; instead absorbing
or reflecting the light across all wavelengths on all substrates (Figure 4A-4D). Conversely,
bar soap was found to display fluorescence under 365nm (Figure 5A-5D), 415nm (Figure
6A-6D) and 450nm (Figure 7A-7D) on all substrates. Pollitt13 also used sunscreen and
make-up foundation within their study and determined that both absorbed light when
deposited on human skin. The same was found in this study; both samples either
absorbed or reflected light. Foundation absorbed light, appearing dark on white
substrates, and a variety of colours on black and denim fabrics (Figure 8A-8D). Due to its
white colour, sunscreen stains generally reflected the light under wavelengths within the
visible light range; however they appeared dark in colour on denim fabric across most
wavelengths (Figure 9A-9D). Under 365nm, sunscreen stains appeared dark on white and
denim fabrics, and coloured on black fabric (Figure 10A-10C). They were not visible on
white tile, as the tiles themselves appeared dark, minimising the contrast between the
stain and the background.
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Figure 4: A) Toothpaste stain on white cotton fabric. B) Toothpaste stain on black cotton
fabric. C) Toothpaste stain on denim fabric. D) Toothpaste stain on white tile. All images
were photographed using a 415nm wavelength under a yellow filter.
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Figure 5: A) Bar soap stain on white cotton fabric. B) Bar soap stain on black cotton fabric.
C) Bar soap stain on denim fabric. D) Bar soap stain on white tile. All images were
photographed using a 365nm wavelength under a yellow filter.
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Figure 6: A) Bar soap stain on white cotton fabric. B) Bar soap stain on black cotton fabric.
C) Bar soap stain on denim fabric. D) Bar soap stain on white tile. All images were
photographed using a 415nm wavelength under a yellow filter.
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Figure 7: A) Bar soap stain on white cotton fabric. B) Bar soap stain on black cotton fabric.
C) Bar soap stain on denim fabric. D) Bar soap stain on white tile. All images were
photographed using a 450nm wavelength under an orange filter.
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Figure 8: A) Foundation stain on white cotton fabric. B) Foundation stain on black cotton
fabric. C) Foundation stain on denim fabric. D) Foundation stain on white tile. All images
were photographed using a 450nm wavelength under an orange filter.
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Figure 9: A) Sunscreen stain on white cotton fabric. B) Sunscreen stain on black cotton
fabric. C) Sunscreen stain on denim fabric. D) Sunscreen stain on white tile. All images
were photographed using a 450nm wavelength under an orange filter.
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Figure 10: A) Sunscreen stain on white cotton fabric. B) Sunscreen stain on black cotton
fabric. C) Sunscreen stain on denim fabric. All images were photographed using a 365nm
wavelength under a yellow filter.

Camilleri16 and Vandenberg8 tested black tea stains on white cotton and white nylon
fabrics, respectively, with both determining that stains displayed fluorescence under a
wavelength of 450nm. Black tea stains, in the present study, were found to fluoresce
under 415nm and 450nm on white substrates (Figure 11A-11D). Similar to this, apple
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juice stains fluoresced under most wavelength/filter combinations, up to 505nm/orange,
on white substrates (Figure 12A-12H); while Spray ‘n’ Wipe stains also fluoresced under
365nm, 415nm and 450nm on white substrates (Figure 13A-13F). Apple juice and Spray
‘n’ Wipe stains were additionally studied by Camilleri16, who determined that both display
fluorescence; however only wavelengths of 450nm and 470nm were utilised.
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Figure 11: A) Black tea stain on white cotton fabric under a 415nm wavelength and a
yellow filter. B) Black tea stain on white tile under a 415nm wavelength and a yellow filter.
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C) Black tea stain on white cotton fabric under a 450nm wavelength and an orange filter.
D) Black tea stain on white tile under a 450nm wavelength and an orange filter.
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Figure 12: A) Apple juice stain on white cotton fabric under a 365nm wavelength and a
yellow filter. B) Apple juice stain on white tile under a 365nm wavelength and a yellow
filter. C) Apple juice stain on white cotton fabric under a 415nm wavelength and a yellow
filter. D) Apple juice stain on white tile under a 415nm wavelength and a yellow filter. E)
Apple juice stain on white cotton fabric under a 450nm wavelength and an orange filter.
F) Apple juice stain on white tile under a 450nm wavelength and an orange filter. G) Apple
juice stain on white cotton fabric under a 505nm wavelength and an orange filter. H)
Apple juice stain on white tile under a 505nm wavelength and an orange filter.
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Figure 13: A) Spray ‘n’ Wipe stain on white cotton fabric under a 365nm wavelength and a
yellow filter. B) Spray ‘n’ Wipe stain on white tile under a 365nm wavelength and a yellow
filter. C) Spray ‘n’ Wipe stain on white cotton fabric under a 415nm wavelength and a
yellow filter. D) Spray ‘n’ Wipe stain on white tile under a 415nm wavelength and a yellow
filter. E) Spray ‘n’ Wipe stain on white cotton fabric under a 450nm wavelength and an
orange filter. F) Spray ‘n’ Wipe stain on white tile under a 450nm wavelength and an
orange filter.

3.2.3 Comparison of Biological and Non-biological Samples
For each substrate, there were a range of non-biological samples that appeared similar to
biological samples, either by the colour of the fluorescence or the stain shape, or both.
Samples can still appear similar even if they are not the same shape, as, in reality,
samples will not be deposited in a uniform manner. The same fluid could appear as a
different stain shape depending on the manner of deposition or the substrate. When
determining sample similarity, the appearance of stains under a wavelength of
450nm/orange was focused on, as biological stains appear best under this wavelength. In
this study, most similarities occurred on white fabric (Table 5). Of the non-biological
samples; beer, white wine, milk and apple juice stains appeared almost indistinguishable
from the semen stain (Figure 14A-14E). All stains displayed fluorescent edges, of varying
thicknesses, similar to the fluorescence characteristics of semen. They also appeared
highly similar in shape, spreading across the fabric slightly more in a vertical direction,
and displaying somewhat jagged edges. It is interesting that these stains appear so
similar, as the non-biological stains are either not the same colour or consistency as
semen. Without side by side comparisons, it would also be difficult to distinguish
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between these non-biological and biological stains, as like the biological stains, most of
the non-biological samples do not display fluorescence for most wavelengths over
505nm.
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Figure 14: A) Semen stain. B) Beer stain. C) White wine stain. D) Cow’s milk stain. E) Apple
juice stain. All stains are on white cotton fabric and were photographed under a 450nm
wavelength with an orange filter.
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On black fabric, only two non-biological samples appeared similar to either purge fluid,
nasal mucous or saliva (Figure 15A-15D); while on denim fabric, there were additional
non-biological samples that appeared similar to semen stains (Figure 16A-16H) (Table 5).
As most biological stains exhibited only a weak yellow fluorescence, any non-biological
stains that also displayed a yellow fluorescence could be mistaken for biological samples.
Similar to stains on white fabric, it would be difficult to distinguish between stains using
different wavelengths, as the non-biological samples behave in a comparable way to the
biological samples. There is no previous research to compare these results too, as many
studies have not investigated non-biological fluids on black or denim fabric. It is also
notable that not all denim fabric is alike either, meaning highly dissimilar results could be
produced through different studies.
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Figure 15: A) Purge fluid stain. B) Tomato passata stain. C) Nasal mucous stain. D)
Moisturiser stain. All stains are on black cotton fabric and were photographed under a
450nm wavelength with an orange filter.
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Figure 16: A) Semen stain. B) Laundry liquid stain. C) Vanilla icecream stain. D) Apple juice
stain. E) Black coffee stain. F) Meat juice stain. G) Purge fluid stain. H) Tomato passata
stain. All stains are on denim fabric and were photographed under a 450nm wavelength
with an orange filter.

Likewise, previous studies have not tested non-biological samples on white tile. The
current study determined that there are some non-biological stains that display
fluorescence similar to that of semen, urine, breast milk and purge fluid (Figure 17A-17F)
(Table 5). Even though the substrates are both white, the range of similar non-biological
samples for white tile and white cotton was not the same. This would suggest that the
nature, and not only the colour, of the background substrate also affects the appearance
of stains. As for the other three substrates, utilising a different wavelength would not
distinguish between the non-biological and biological stains, as they behave in a similar
fashion. If any of the previously mentioned non-biological stains, for all substrates, were
discovered in a crime scene, it is likely they would be mistaken for a bodily fluid. Without
a comparative stain, such as a known semen stain, even an experienced ALS operator
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would have extreme difficulty distinguishing between these stains with confidence. This
further adds to the need for additional testing to support any conclusions drawn from the
use of ALS, such as the acid phosphatase test for semen1.
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Figure 17: A) Semen stain. B) Beer stain. C) White wine stain. D) Cow’s milk stain. E) Purge
fluid stain. F) Tomato passata stain. All stains are on white tile and were photographed
under a 450nm wavelength with an orange filter.
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Table 5: The appearance of non-biological stains for each substrate, under a wavelength
of 450nm with an orange filter, with suggestions of similar biological stains.
White Fabric
Spray ‘n’ Wipe: faint yellow
fluorescent rim – saliva,
breast milk
Hand sanitiser: faint yellow
fluorescent rim – saliva

Black Fabric
Tomato passata: dark
centre – purge fluid

Denim Fabric
Laundry liquid: faint
yellow fluorescence
– semen

Moisturiser: faint light Tomato passata:
stain – nasal mucous, dark red centre,
saliva
yellow fluorescent
edges – purge fluid
Bar soap: patchy yellow
Icecream: yellow
fluorescence – semen,
fluorescence –
sweat
semen
Liquid soap: solid yellow
Apple juice: yellow
fluorescence – urine
fluorescent rim –
semen
Bleach: solid yellow
Coffee: yellow
fluorescence – semen, urine
fluorescence –
semen
Tomato passata: dark
Meat juice: yellow
centre, yellow fluorescent
fluorescence –
rim – purge fluid
semen
Beer: yellow fluorescent
edges – semen, breast milk
White wine: faint yellow
fluorescent rim – semen,
breast milk
Apple juice: thick yellow
fluorescent rim – semen,
breast milk, urine
Milk: faint yellow
fluorescent rim – semen,
saliva, urine, breast milk
Black tea: thin yellow
fluorescent rim – saliva
Coca cola: yellow
fluorescent rim – semen,
urine
Hair gel: faint yellow
fluorescence – saliva, sweat
Meat juice: yellow
fluorescent rim – urine,
semen

White Tile
Tomato passata: brown
centre, yellow
fluorescent rim – purge
fluid
Beer: yellow
fluorescence – semen,
breast milk
White wine: yellow
fluorescence – semen,
urine
Milk: yellow
fluorescence – semen,
breast milk
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3.3 Ideal Wavelength and Barrier Filter for Biological Fluid Enhancement
Through the results of this study, the best wavelength and filter combinations to use to
enhance a range of biological fluids on varying substrates are suggested (Table 1). Due to
the nature of the substrate and type of stain, some combinations could not be
determined, as either the stain was not visible under any wavelength, or it was only
visible as a very faint stain that could not be optimally enhanced using a specific
wavelength. In general, the most useful wavelength was 450nm with an orange or yellow
filter; which was ideal for semen and purge fluid stains on all substrates; and saliva, urine,
nasal mucous, sweat, sebum and breast milk on variable substrates. Under 450nm,
semen stains displayed yellow fluorescent edges on white cotton (Figure 18A), denim
fabric (Figure 18B) and white tile (Figure 18C), and appeared as faint fluorescent specks
on black fabric (Figure 18D). In agreement with the findings of this study, previous
research has recommended the use of a wavelength of 450nm with orange or yellow
goggles for semen stains on white, black and denim fabrics8,

13-15, 17

. Similarly, Sterzik9

suggested the use of a wavelength of 440nm/orange goggles for semen on white cotton
and dark blue denim, as 450nm was not utilised within their study. Most of these studies
have not stated the appearance of semen stains under ALS; however several include
photographs of the stains within their paper, so it can be seen that these stains also
exhibit fluorescent edges under ALS illumination.
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A

C

B

D

Figure 18: A) Semen stain on white cotton fabric. B) Semen stain on denim fabric. C)
Semen stain on white tile. D) Semen stain on black cotton fabric. All images were
photographed under a 450nm wavelength with an orange filter.

Saliva was best visualised on white fabric (Figure 19A), black fabric (Figure 19B) and white
tile (Figure 19C), under a wavelength of 450nm with an orange or yellow filter. Using this
wavelength, stains appeared slightly different to each other depending upon the
substrate. Saliva on white cotton displayed a faint yellow fluorescent centre and rim,
while the stain on tile was fluorescent yellow across the entire stain with very small,
intensely fluorescent speckles. The saliva stain on black fabric was very faint and
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appeared as a light area. Vandenberg8 also suggests the use of a wavelength of
450nm/orange goggles for the detection of saliva stains; however they also concluded
that 415nm/yellow goggles was useful for stains on darker backgrounds. This is
interesting as saliva stains were not visualised on denim fabric in the current study, and a
wavelength of 415nm was not found to be useful in enhancing saliva on black fabric.
Camilleri16 concluded that a wavelength of 470nm with a 555nm interference filter was
superior to a wavelength of 450nm for detection of saliva stains on white cotton, and
stains appeared circular with a fluorescent rim. A 470nm wavelength was not used in the
current study so this claim could not be tested. Interestingly, Sterzik9 was unable to
visualise saliva stains on white cotton and was, therefore, unable to determine the
optimal wavelength. This may be due to many factors, such as the ALS used, the type of
fabric, the collection method for the saliva, or the amount used for the stain. Minimal
detail is given regarding the fabric specifications and the collection method; therefore it is
unknown if either have affected the detection of the saliva stains.
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A

B

C

Figure 19: Saliva stain on white cotton fabric. B) Saliva stain on black cotton fabric. C)
Saliva stain on white tile. All images were photographed under a 450nm wavelength with
an orange filter.

While urine stains were not visualised on black and denim fabrics, a wavelength of 450nm
with an orange filter was found to be the most useful for stain enhancement. The
appearance of the urine stains was distinctive between the white fabric (Figure 20A) and
white tile (Figure 20B). The stain on fabric appeared as a solid, fluorescent yellow stain
with a fluorescent rim, while the stain on the tile had yellow, fluorescent speckles with a
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fluorescent rim. Similar to the findings of this study, Vandenberg8 reported that urine
stains on white nylon were detected using 415nm, 450nm and 505nm, and visible as
solid, intensely fluorescent stains. Sterzik9 did not utilise a wavelength of 450nm in their
study; however it was determined that 440nm/yellow goggles were ideal for urine on
white cotton, while urine stains on denim fabric could not be enhanced. Camilleri16 did
not determine an optimal wavelength for urine stain detection, though it was concluded
that wavelengths of 450nm and 470nm were able to detect urine on white cotton, with
the stain exhibiting a yellow fluorescence.

A

B

Figure 20: A) Urine stain on white cotton fabric. B) Urine stain on white tile. Both images
were photographed under a 450nm wavelength with an orange filter.

It was determined that while bloodstains were detectable on white fabric (Figure 21A),
denim fabric (Figure 21B) and white tile (Figure 21C) using a range of wavelengths, stains
were most apparent as “blood” under a wavelength of 415nm with either an orange or
yellow filter. Past research has established that blood has a strong absorption band at
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around 395nm-435nm, peaking at 415nm, which was supported within this study7, 8. As
most blood stains were detectable to the naked eye, the use of ALS does not offer much
advantage in the visualisation of bloodstains. Few studies focus on bloodstains when
investigating the use of ALS (except for those that concentrate on infrared light),
preferring to concentrate on biological fluids that may be invisible to the naked eye and
that also display fluorescence under ALS. Vandenberg8 deposited blood on an extensive
range of fabrics, determining that the majority of stains were detectable under a
wavelength of 415nm/yellow goggles; however this was the only wavelength utilised for
bloodstain examination, which diminishes the validity of their conclusions. Conversely,
Sterzik9 utilised a range of eight different wavelengths, in addition to infrared
photography, to examine bloodstains on a variety of materials. It was concluded that
many bloodstains were visible to the naked eye and did not require ALS enhancement;
however infrared photography was useful for some materials, as it caused the stains to
appear dark while brightening the background fabric.
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A

B

C

Figure 21: A) Bloodstain on white cotton fabric. B) Blood stain on denim fabric. C) Blood
stain on white tile. All images were photographed under a 450nm wavelength with an
orange filter.

Nasal mucous and sweat stains have not been extensively studied in the past, appearing
in just one study each8, 9. While sweat stains were successfully visualised on white (Figure
22A) and black fabric (Figure 22B), and white tile (Figure 22C), using a wavelength of
450nm/orange filter in the current study; Sterzik9 reported that sweat stains were not
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able to be enhanced on white and denim fabric. This is in partial agreement with the
findings of this study, as stains were not visible on denim fabric; however, unlike Sterzik9,
they were found to be enhanced on white fabric using a wavelength of 450nm. Sterzik9
did not utilise 450nm within their study, though this is unlikely to be the reason they were
unable to visualise sweat stains on white fabric, as they used neighbouring wavelengths
of 440nm and 460nm. It is possible that the device used (Lumatec Superlite 410)
produced light of a lower intensity than that of the Polilight, reducing the ability to
generate fluorescence from the sweat stains. Additionally, an unknown amount of sweat
was used to create each stain, as the materials were wiped directly onto the skin, so this
may have also contributed to the apparent lack of staining. However, this collection
method was utilised in the present study with success.
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A

B

C

Figure 22: A) Sweat stain on white cotton fabric. B) Sweat stain on black cotton fabric. C)
Sweat stain on white tile. All images were photographed under a 450nm wavelength with
an orange filter.

Under ALS, nasal mucous was visualised on black fabric (Figure 23A) with ease,
particularly using a 450nm wavelength with a yellow filter. Stains were faintly visible
under multiple wavelengths on white tile (Figure 23B); yet they were not visible at all on
white and denim fabrics. Previous research has not studied nasal mucous stains on black
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and denim fabric, and white tile; however Vandenberg8 examined stains on white nylon.
It was determined that nasal mucous exhibited a weak fluorescence, similar to that of
saliva, and was best detected at a wavelength of 450nm/orange goggles. Given
Vandenberg8 was able to visualise nasal mucous on white fabric, it is unusual that it was
not achieved in the current study. However, it is obvious that many studies have achieved
conflicting results. Future research should consider investigating nasal mucous stains on
white fabric, as it is possible a deposit of a larger quantity may be visualised.

A

B

Figure 23: A) Nasal mucous stain on black cotton fabric. B) Nasal mucous stain on white
tile. Both images were photographed under a 450nm wavelength with an orange filter.

Sebum, breast milk and purge fluid have not been previously studied in research
regarding ALS enhancement, presumably as they are the least common biological samples
that may be encountered at a crime scene. It is still possible that they may be found
within a scene, or on the persons involved, therefore it is important to investigate their
appearance under ALS, so investigators are knowledgeable regarding all biological fluids.
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Breast milk and purge fluid were successfully visualised on all substrates (Figure 24A-24D;
25A-25D); however the breast milk stain on denim fabric appeared quite faint. A
wavelength of 450nm/orange filter was ideal for purge fluid stains on all substrates,
causing the majority of the stain, except the centre, to fluoresce a bright yellow. Likewise,
450nm/orange filter was best for breast milk stains on white tile, whereas 415nm/orange
filter and 365nm/orange filter were ideal for stains on white and black fabric,
respectively. Stains appeared fluorescent yellow, particularly on the rim, under these
wavelengths. Sebum stains were only able to be enhanced on black fabric, using a
wavelength of 450nm/orange filter (Figure 26). On this substrate, stains appeared as a
light, patchy area, very similar to the appearance of sweat stains also on black fabric.
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B

A

C

D

Figure 24: A) Breast milk stain on white cotton fabric. B) Breast milk stain on black cotton
fabric. C) Breast milk stain on denim fabric. D) Breast milk stain on white tile. All images
were photographed under a 450nm wavelength with an orange filter.
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A

C

B

D

Figure 25: A) Purge fluid stain on white cotton fabric. B) Purge fluid stain on black cotton
fabric. C) Purge fluid stain on denim fabric. D) Purge fluid stain on white tile. All images
were photographed under a 450nm wavelength with an orange filter.
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Figure 26: Sebum stain on black cotton fabric, photographed under a 450nm wavelength
with an orange filter.
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Table 6: The range of wavelengths and filters that allow visualisation of biological fluids
on each substrate. The highlighted wavelengths are the optimal wavelengths for sample
enhancement.

Blood

Semen

Saliva

Urine

Nasal Mucous

White Fabric
365nm – all
415nm – all
(yellow/orange)
450nm – all
505nm – all
545nm – all
620nm - all
365nm – all
415nm – all
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm
–
orange /red
545nm - red

Black Fabric
None

365nm – all
(very faint)
415nm – all
(very faint)
450nm
–
yellow/orange
(orange)
505nm
–
yellow/orange
545nm – all
620nm – all
365nm
– 365nm – all
orange/red
(faint)
415nm
– 450nm
–
yellow/orange
yellow/orange
450nm
– (yellow)
orange
505nm
–
yellow/orange
545nm – all
620nm - all
365nm – all
None
415nm
–
yellow/orange
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm
–
orange/red
(faint)
None
365nm – all
415nm – all
(faint)
450nm
–
yellow/orange

Denim Fabric
365nm – all
415nm – all
(yellow/orange)
450nm – all
505nm – all
545nm – all

White Tile
415nm
–
yellow/orange
450nm – all
505nm – all
545nm – all
620nm – all

415nm
–
yellow/orange
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm – red
(faint)

365nm – all
415nm – all
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm
–
orange/red
545nm – red

None

365nm – all
415nm – all
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm
–
orange/red

None

365nm – all
415nm – all
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm
–
orange/red

None

365nm
–
yellow/orange
(very faint)
415nm – yellow
(very faint)
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Sweat

Sebum

365nm
–
orange/red
415nm
–
yellow/orange
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm
–
orange/red
(faint)
None

Breast Milk

365nm – all
415nm – all
(orange)
450nm – all
505nm
–
orange/red

Purge Fluid

365nm – all
415nm – all
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm – all
545nm – all
620nm – all

(yellow)
505nm – all
545nm – all
620nm – all
365nm – all
415nm
–
yellow/orange
(faint)
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm – all
545nm – all
620nm – all
365nm – all
450nm
–
yellow/orange
(orange)
505nm
–
orange
545nm – all
(faint)
620nm – all
(very faint)
365nm – all
(orange)
415nm – all
450nm – all
505nm – all
545nm – all
620nm – all
365nm – all
415nm – all
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm – all
545nm – all
620nm – all

450nm –
(very faint)

all

None

365nm – all
415nm
–
yellow/orange
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm – red

None

None

505nm
–
orange (faint)
545nm – all
(faint)
620nm
–
yellow/red
(faint)
365nm – all
415nm – all
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm – all
(red)
545nm – all
620nm – all

365nm – all
415nm – all
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm
–
orange/red
365nm – all
415nm – all
450nm – all
(orange)
505nm – all
545nm – all
620nm – all

3.4 Effect of Background Substrate on Sample Appearance
Depending on the background substrate, a range of biological fluids were not able to be
enhanced under ALS. These fluids were not visible prior to ALS, neither were they visible
under the Polilight at any wavelength. Denim fabric presented the most problems
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regarding fluid visibility, as seen in Table 1; however, the other substrates all had at least
one fluid that was unable to be visualised or enhanced. The colour and pattern of the
denim fabric potentially conceal colourless fluids, or those with minimal colour, including
saliva, urine, nasal mucous, sweat and sebum. The findings of this study were similar to
that of Sterzik9, who determined that while semen could be visualised on dark blue jeans;
saliva, urine and sweat were unable to be enhanced on this fabric. Similarly, Camilleri16
concluded that saliva stains on dark blue jeans could not be visualised under the Polilight,
yet the stain was visible to the naked eye as a glue-like residue.

These outcomes are in contrast to those of Vandenberg8, who found that saliva was
enhanced on blue cotton/elastane fashion denim using a wavelength of 450nm with
orange goggles; however it is unknown if the material used was light or dark coloured,
which appears to make a difference in the ability to visualise some fluids. Sterzik9 also
reported that saliva and urine were able to be enhanced on light blue denim fabric
through the use of a wavelength of 440nm with a yellow filter, while Camilleri16
determined that saliva was enhanced on light blue jeans utilising a wavelength of 470nm
with a 555nm interference filter. From these results, it could be concluded that darker
coloured materials reduce visualisation of certain fluids, as in all cases, better
visualisation was achieved on lighter coloured fabric. None of the studies included nasal
mucous or sebum within their investigations, meaning the inability to enhance those
fluids on denim fabric within the current study cannot be compared to previous research.

Blood and urine were not visible on black fabric; however, the remaining biological fluids
that displayed fluorescence were visualised under multiple wavelengths upon this fabric.
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Vandenberg reported success in visualising semen stains on black material; however prior
studies have not examined urine, nasal mucous, sweat, sebum, breast milk and purge
fluid stains on black fabric, therefore these results are the first of their kind. In contrast to
this study, Camilleri16 stated that saliva was not detectable on black cotton fabric and did
not display any fluorescence under Polilight illumination, yet it was found in the current
study that saliva was enhanced using a range of wavelength/filter combinations.
Conversely, bloodstains on black fabric were unable to be enhanced under ALS in this
study; which is to be expected as blood absorbs light, meaning minimal contrast would be
produced between the stain and substrate19. Interestingly, Vandenberg8 did not express a
difficulty in detecting blood on black cotton material within their study when utilising a
wavelength of 415nm; however, they did not explicitly state that it could be detected
either. In order to view bloodstains on a black background, infrared light may be utilised,
as it is absorbed by the bloodstain and not the fabric, increasing the contrast between the
two19. Infrared light was not explored within the current study, and thus the blood on
black fabric was unable to be detected. This highlights the importance of using infrared
light within an examination.

Most biological fluids were successfully enhanced on white cotton fabric under ALS,
except nasal mucous and sebum. Both of which have not been previously studied on
white fabric. Past studies have looked at one, or a combination of, blood, semen, saliva
and urine stains on white cotton fabric; with all achieving enhancement of the stains that
were tested using a variety of wavelengths8, 9, 11, 12, 16, 20. It is expected that the majority of
biological stains would be visible prior to, and following, the use of ALS, as many exhibit a
slight colour, producing contrast between the stain and substrate. The same can be said
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for white tile, which had the greatest visibility of biological stains under white light and
ALS due to the increased contrast. A study by Miranda20, the only other study to use
white tile as a substrate, reported the ability to detect blood, semen, saliva and urine on
white tile through enhancement with a wavelength of 455nm and an orange filter.

Fluorescence of the background substrate was not an issue for white and black fabric, and
white tile; however denim fabric exhibited some fluorescence under most wavelengths.
Light fibres running through the denim fabric displayed fluorescence, which reduced the
visualisation of sample stains, as there was minimal contrast between the sample
fluorescence and substrate. The blue coloured fibres of the denim did not exhibit any
fluorescence, allowing some visualisation of the samples. Kobus’ reported that certain
fabrics, such as white cotton and pink satin/fleece exhibited strong autofluorescence
under particular wavelengths that diminished or masked the fluorescence of semen
stains. White cotton demonstrated fluorescence when viewed under UV light; however,
Kobus14 concluded that an excitation wavelength of 415nm to 505nm improved the
contrast between the semen stain and background. Contrary to Kobus14, white cotton did
not exhibit any fluorescence under UV light in the present study; although Kobus14
utilised clear goggles with the UV light, while the current study used coloured goggles. It
is possible the coloured goggles diminished the appearance of any background
fluorescence.

The intensity of sample fluorescence was influenced by the colour and nature of the
background substrate. In general, samples on a white background exhibited brighter
fluorescence when compared to darker backgrounds, as the contrast between the stain
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and background was greater. Likewise, samples on tile exhibited fluorescence of a greater
intensity to those on fabric. This is likely because tile is a non-porous or non-absorbent
material, meaning the entire sample deposit sits on top of the surface, rather than some
of it absorbing into the fabric. Previous studies have reported that fluorescence is
weakened or eliminated when the majority of the fluid is absorbed into the material8, 14.
Miranda20 determined that the average brightness of the same fluid different when it was
deposited on varying types of surfaces, including fabric and tile. This leads to the
conclusion that the type and colour of the substrate affects the appearance and detection
of stains.

3.5 Limitations
This study is limited in several ways; firstly, it is comprised of subjective results, meaning
the findings may not be entirely consistent and may differ depending on the investigator.
To avoid subjectivity, sample fluorescence could be classified in a different way, such as
measuring the red, green and blue values for the fluorescent pixels and comparing these
to the values for the control substrate. This would provide greater accuracy; however, it is
fairly complex and beyond the scope of this study. Secondly, the biological fluids came
from one donor each; therefore they may not be truly representative of the general
population. Using multiple samples from multiple donors, or using a pooled sample from
multiple volunteers, would improve the reliability of these results. Thirdly, the study
utilised the Polilight Flareâ Plus 2, and compared results to past research that used
different ALS. As a study directly comparing the available ALS has not been performed,
the difference between each tool and the effect they each have upon individual results is
unknown. Lastly, it is not known what treatment each fabric has undergone, and the
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constituents of the fabric dyes. Therefore, it is undetermined if these have had an effect
on sample fluorescence. Fabrics treated with brighteners have been known to exhibit
autofluorescence8.

4. CONCLUSION
The detection and identification of potential evidence within a crime scene is vital, with a
considerable value placed on DNA evidence. Biological fluids are a central source of DNA
evidence; however crime scene investigators may face difficulties when attempting to
locate biological stains. The current study utilised the Polilight Flareâ Plus 2 (Rofin
Australia) to examine the fluorescence characteristics of a range of biological and nonbiological products on white, black and denim cotton, and white tile; to develop a better
understanding of what crime scene investigators may be faced with during scene
examinations.

It was determined that samples were most visible on a white substrate (fabric or tile)
when examined using the naked eye. This may aid in distinguishing between stains that
appear similar under ALS. In general, colourless fluids were less likely to be visible under
white light, which is where the use of ALS offers an advantage. Under ALS, most biological
stains displayed yellow fluorescence on white fabric; except, of course, for blood. Breast
milk and semen stains appeared similar to each other on white fabric; while sweat and
sebum stains appeared similar on black fabric. Few biological stains were visible on denim
fabric; however those that were, displayed a yellow fluorescence. On all substrates, most
biological fluids did not display fluorescence under 545nm or 620nm, suggesting that the
excitation spectrum of biological fluids does not go above 505nm.
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Non-biological stains behaved in different ways, with some stains fluorescing, while
others absorbed or reflected light. The brightness, or intensity, of the stain depended on
the sample colour and consistency, with white samples generally displaying light of a
greater intensity. Likewise, samples that sat on top of the substrate also appeared
brighter. On white fabric, beer, white wine, milk and apple juice stains appeared almost
indistinguishable from semen stains, both in terms of stain shape and fluorescence
characteristics. As alcohol is often involved in sexual assault cases, there may be many
cases in which beer stains are mistaken for semen stains; highlighting the importance of
collecting all available evidence in a sexual assault examination.

In general, a wavelength of 450nm and an orange or yellow filter proved best for
detection and enhancement of biological stains across all substrates. However, a
wavelength of 415nm with an orange or yellow filter was ideal for enhancement of
bloodstains. Even with the use of a 450nm wavelength, some stains were not visible on
certain substrates. Autofluorescence of the denim fabric created problems for detection
of biological stains, with the fabric fluorescence effectively masking the fluorescence of
the sample. Likewise, samples were not easily visualised on black fabric due to a lack of
contrast between the stain and the background substrate. Sample enhancement was best
on white substrates, as there was a better contrast; however the intensity of sample
fluorescence was greatest on white tile due to its non-porous nature.

In conclusion, ALS remain a presumptive test and cannot be used to conclusively identify
a stain. The results of this study have demonstrated that there are many samples that
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look similar to each other, and this differs between substrates. It has also highlighted the
differences between past research and the current study. Many studies have utilised
numerous different variables, such as substrates, samples, ALS, wavelengths and filters.
This makes it incredibly difficult to compare findings between papers and draw solid
conclusions. This is the first study utilising the Polilight Flareâ Plus 2 (Rofin Australia), so
the results will be slightly distinctive from past research, as this ALS has not been studied
previously. However, this study, to our knowledge, is the most comprehensive evaluation
of various wavelengths and stains to date. The 4500 images generated represent the
largest collected scientific library of ALS findings in the field.

Ideally, future research will explore the differences between modern ALS, as there are
many different brands and models available, and the effect of utilising different ALS is
largely unknown. The findings of this study may also aid in emphasising the importance of
including non-biological stains in training for those developing their ALS skills. Crime
scene investigators, or those who work in laboratories, will likely come across nonbiological staining and should be aware of this. The ability to effectively differentiate
between biological and non-biological staining under ALS enhances the value of this
screening tool and reduces the waste of time and resources that may be spent if a nonbiological fluid is incorrectly identified as a bodily fluid.
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6. APPENDICES
Appendix 1: List of samples used in the study.
Biological
Samples

Cleaning
Products

Cooking
Products

Drinks

Blood

Laundry
powder
(Omo Active)
Laundry
liquid (Omo
Active)

Vegetable
oil (Crisco)

Beer
(Corona)

Olive oil
(Moro)

Saliva

Dish
detergent
(Morning
Fresh
Original)

Tomato
passata
(Mutti
Passata)

Urine

Liquid soap
(Dettol
Handwash
Liquid
Antibacterial
)
Bar soap
(Palmolive
Soap Gold)

Chocolate
(Cadbury
Dairy Milk)

Hand
sanitiser
(Dettol
Instant Hand
Sanitiser)
Spray ‘n’

Cereal
(Sanitariu
m
Weetbix)

Semen

Sweat

Nasal mucous

Sebum

Icecream
(Peters
Vanilla)

Meat Juice

Personal
Care
Products
Body spray
(Lynx Africa)

Miscellaneou
s

White
wine
(Houghto
n
Sauvignon
Blanc
Semillon
2017)
Red wine
(Bay of
Stones
Cabernet
Sauvignon
2016)
Black tea
(Lipton)

Roll on
deodorant
(Nivea Pure)

Grass

Foundation
(Maybelline
Fit Me Matte
Shade 112)

Pen ink (blue)
(Papermate)

Mascara
(Maybelline
Great Lash Black)

Pen ink
(black)
(Papermate)

Black
coffee
(Nescafe
Blended
Instant)
Cows milk
(Full
Cream)

Red lipstick
(L’oreal Color
Riche Shade
377)

Pen ink (red)
(Papermate)

Apple

Sunscreen

Dirt

Moisturiser
(QV skin
lotion)
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wipe (Ajax
Lemon
Citrus)

Breast milk

Decompositio
n (purge) fluid
(animal)

Multipurpos
e cleaner (Jif
Cleaner
Cream
Regular)
Bleach
(White King)

(Liquid
from pan
frying
steak with
vegetable
oil)

Juice
(Golden
Circle)

(Banana Boat
Ultra SPF50)

Coca cola

Toothpaste
(Colgate
Total)

Hair spray
(Schwarzkopf
)
Hair gel (Vo5
Styling Gel
Mega Hold)
Fake tan
(Bondi Sands)
Lubricant
(Durex KY)
Baby powder
(Johnsons)
Vaseline
Petroleum
Jelly
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